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By Shankar Ramakrishnan and Ken Jaques
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It seemed like the script for last week was written for a soap opera with loads of drama, action
and volatility that has all but convinced corporate issuers to forge ahead with more debt
issuance in a now-or-never kind of mentality, one that is likely to keep this issuance mill
chugging with renewed vigor for a while.

At the end of a relatively sleepy Friday – with just one small deal by Lexington Realty – weekly
volumes stood at a handsome $49.321bln or way above the highest estimates and the tally for
August at $87.379bln. Who would have thought? But this year, for a wide variety of reasons
now, has been nothing ordinary.

When a few weeks in July produced less than expected, some thought we are finally coming
to an end of an incessant debt binge. But with issuance conditions remaining as attractive as
ever, the brief lull prompted more demand, enticing more issuers out of the woodwork to
refinance more expensive debt, extend their curves, execute tender-and-reduce strategies or
simply add to their already bulging liquidity war chests.

The near-negligible impact of the over $1.3685trln of debt issuance, YTD, has been the
surprising result out of all this. The average high-grade credit spreads were just 1bp wider on
the day as of Thursday but a whole 16bp tighter on the month, according to ICE BAML data.
Spreads on BBB-band rated issuers, who we have seen tap the market quite a bit recently,
were unchanged on the day, 22bp inside levels reached a month ago.

There are no signs of investor buying fatigue with some newly minted bonds tightening
double-digits in the days following their pricing, evidence that people are buying with a fervor
not seen before, despite the barrage of issuance. The hunger for risk is just unstoppable which
is leading to new record lows being set for coupons, yields and not just in high-grade but even
in the riskiest part of the rated universe – high yield.

After nearly breaking the all-time weekly issuance record of $21.28bln set back in June a
couple of weeks ago ($21.085bln), high yield borrowers picked up where they left off, so
much so that on Wednesday, 2020 issuance surpassed all of last year ($270.28bln), again with
four months remaining. Another $2.5bln in HY issuance priced on Friday, bringing issuance for
the week to $22.4bln, a new weekly record; to $43.465bln for the month, making it the fourth

busiest HY issuance month of all-time. That will also bring HY issuance for the year to
$276.415bln. In case you were wondering, the yearly high yield issuance record is $345.18bln
set back in 2003.

Diminishing concerns about the longevity of the coronavirus pandemic, rightly or wrongly, and
its impact on global economic recovery, has a lot to do with the risk-taking mindset. But also
in the background is confidence thanks to the Fed's underused liquidity backstop and the
promise of more cash being printed to support generous stimulus programs, though Congress
is now officially on recess until after Labor Day.

Are we pumping more air into an existing bubble? That's the question in the back of
everyone's minds, but the fear of missing out, if you are too defensive now, is creating a bold
investment approach that has rarely, if ever, been seen before. Time will tell, but for now,
corporate issuers have everything in their favor – low coupons, tight spreads, great execution,
and an over-eager investor base – so why stop?

Last week there were many records – the first was the breaking of the all-time annual
issuance record of $1.335trln set in 2017, and then the now-regular entry of companies into
the top 10 all-time low coupon, yield tables.

Apple, known to pick its spots on the debt cycle, made a second dip with a $5.5bln 4-pt, while
not beating Alphabet's low-coupon record, did better than Amazon, which may be due for a
second dip to refresh its yield curve.

It is going to be busy and there is no doubt with issuance estimates for this week promising an
average $29.5bln of supply. If the stars align, we could see another beat of the highest
estimate which is $40bln – and if you are to trust current form that does seem like the
potential outcome.

For evidence of current form - Lexington Realty Trust's 10yr deal on Friday was upsized from
an initial $300m to $375m and launched with a spread that was 15bp inside guidance. It was
then relaunched with another increase in the size to $400m. The total spread tightening
through book build was 65bp.

This is an excerpt from Informa Finale.  Web subscribers can view the full report HERE

https://www.informagm.com/stories/1638962
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The NOK Week - Do Not Expect Too Much From The Norges
Bank on Thursday
By Mark Mitchell, Senior FX Analyst
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Bias is Neutral
Expected Eur/Nok trading range is 10.4300 to 10.7000

Eur/Nok made another sub 10.5000 foray late last week, only its third in the past five
months, but once again the pair found buying interest after hitting 10.4853 on Fri. The
Krone has benefited from oil's minor push higher so far in Aug, with the upbeat risk
environment also helping the currency. Nordea see little further upside in oil prices as the
current Usd 40/bbl plus readings in the WTI-price have opened the door for shale
producers again. They say that it is tricky to come up with a positive supply-based story for
the oil price over the coming quarter since the oil price is back above shale pain
thresholds, while the compliance within Opec+ is sliding by the week.

We feel that this opinion has a lot of merit and subsequently ease our Nok position to
Neutral from Neutral to Bullish last week.

This week the Norges Bank deliver their latest monetary policy decision on Thu and
Handelsbanken believe that there is a possibility that the central bank will signal potential
changes to its policy rate forecast, which is next due in Sep.

They say that the real economy seems to be performing largely in line with the Norges
Bank's expectations, but they note that consumer price inflation was stronger than
expected in both Jun and Jul, while the housing market is looking even stronger than
Norges Bank's upwardly revised Jun estimates. It is these trends that, if sustained, could
prompt the Norges Bank to lift its policy rate path in Sep.

Nordea say that if the Norges Bank were to compute a new rate path now, they would
make just minor changes, but overall a steeper nature in line with market pricing – maybe
around as much as 20 bp in the far end of 23. They see the meeting on Sep as being much
more interesting as the interest rate account (the rate path) will actually be published, so
they expect this week's meeting to be muted market-wise.

We see the growing number of Covid cases in Europe as becoming an issue in the next few
weeks and expect the Norges Bank to be fairly non-committal on Thu, so they can have

more information come the Sep meeting.

EUR/NOK TECH - Scope for stronger rebound within range

• Choppy sideways drift is expected to continue for the time being, with the latest dip
under the 200-DMA (approx 10.60) unlikely to sustain

• Above 10.6021/44 strengthens, re-opening 10.6919 ahead of the 30 Jul reaction high at
10.8035

• Below Jul's 10.4642 low warns of extension under Jun's 10.4307 swing low towards
10.3132-10.2750

RISKS - Keep an eye out for oil prices, as ever, but do not expect too much from the
Norges Bank on Thu.

The NOK Week – cont’d

Back to Index Page
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By Andrew Perrin and Sylvia Xu
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The APAC primary market continued to tick over the week ending 14th Aug 2020 amid few signs
that the historically slow holiday peppered month of August is increasing its grip on momentum
thus far.

The future funding landscape remains rather uncertain for many regional borrowers, amid a
second and third wave of coronavirus infections in many hotspots around the world and the
potential economic fallout, a scenario which is accentuated by ongoing tensions between the US
and China which have become more elevated of late.

That said, many regional issuers, among them a recent number of higher beta Chinese offshore
shorter-term funders, appear to have decided that the best strategy is to capitalise on the current
window of opportunity while it remains available.

This is illustrated by the number of individual transactions which priced last week, which at 15
from 12 separate issuers was exactly the same as the previous week ending 07th August and just
one less than the 16 deals that priced in the final week of July ending 31st. Meanwhile, last week's
APAC US$ issuance total (including Japan) of US$8.05bn is higher than any week since the one
ending 17th July.

The composition of issuers was also a bit more diverse last week from a jurisdictional perspective
thanks to Malaysia's Axiata Group and Japan's Toyota Motor Credit Corp which contributed a
combined 4.25bn or more than half of the weekly total with what were also the largest deals of
the week.

The other US$3.8bn was made up of Chinese borrowers or those from related territories. Prior to
last week, the previous non-Chinese regional issuer to raise US$ funding was Adani Ports and
Special Economic Zone back on 28th July.

Looking at the week's issuance by rating, and investment grade issuers were dominant with a
contribution of US$7.25bn out of the total US$8.05bn raised. Elsewhere, a brace of high yield
Chinese property developers sold a combined US$500m this week with an unrated LGFV making

up the other US$300m.

Conditions still look accommodating for borrowers

And while issuers remain keen to strike while the iron is hot, this has been more than matched by
a continued enthusiasm of investors to add exposure to Asiadollar issuers across the rating
spectrum.

This is reinforced by the average cover ratio on the week's issuance which came in at a solid 4.76x
based on available data, a figure which rises to an even more impressive 6.15x when the US$2.5bn
3-part Yankee from Toyota is removed from the equation. If we ring fence the week's investment
grade deals only, then the aggregate cover declines slightly to 4.36x, although once again this still
edges up to 5.78x on average without Toyota.

These comfortable levels of oversubscription by varying degrees, underpinned on a small number
of occasions by a hefty bid from the JLMs, paved the way for the week's crop of issuers to tighten
pricing on their 15 individual deals by 41bp on average during execution.

That average dips slightly to 39bp when only considering the week's 12 IG deals, although once
again that rises to 46bp when the 3-part deal from Toyota is not included in the calculations (the
3-tranche deal was tightened by 19bp on average from IPTs to reoffer).

That takes us on the New Issue Concession, which on last week's IG supply came in at a marginally
negative -0.5bp on average. However, it wasn't an easy week to pin down the NIC on a handful of
the week's issues by any means, due to a paucity of sufficiently liquid pricing points of reference
outstanding.

As a result we would be a bit reticent to draw too many meaningful conclusions from what we had
left to work on this week, although taken at face value, then this represents the fifth week in a row
that the average NIC has been in negative territory for regional APAC IG deals.

continued page 7
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By Natalie Rivett, Senior EM Analyst & Ed Blake, Chief FI Technical Analyst
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Turkish Lira under pressure again

After two uncharacteristically steady months, the Lira has found itself under renewed selling
pressure in recent weeks, carving out fresh record lows against both the Dollar and the Euro.

Even though the central bank has spent billions over the past year propping it up, the Lira is fast
making its way down the EM FX rankings this year with the third worst performance after the
Brazilian Real and South African Rand (see dashboard). Year-to-date, the Lira has shed ca. 19% vs
the USD and ca. 22% vs the Euro - laying bare the cost of Turkey's unsustainable economic policies
that have sought both currency stability and low rates to boost growth.

Low interest rates & lending boom at centre of Lira sell-off

At the centre of the Lira's renewed sell-off once again lies Turkey's low interest rate environment
and lending boom that have exacerbated the economy's vulnerabilities and left the currency
facing the prospect of another crisis, two years after the last.

Even before the outbreak of the coronavirus pandemic, the central bank had been embarking on
a front-loaded easing cycle in support of President Erdogan's consumption driven economic
growth model and has now delivered 1,575bp of rate cuts since last July, to 8.25% - driving real
rates below zero in the process. To further soften the economic blow of the coronavirus
pandemic, authorities also stepped up efforts to get credit flowing, instructing state-run banks to
flood the economy with cheap loans and pressuring other lenders to follow suit.

The explosion of credit to boost domestic demand has helped renew pressure on Turkey's
current-account balance. The 12-month current account ended last year in surplus for the first
time since 2001, but the monthly reading has dipped back into deficit as the economy recovered
from a recession brought on by the 2018 currency crisis (see dashboard). The deterioration in the
current account has fuelled demand for foreign currency and threatens a fresh surge in headline
inflation that remains stubbornly at more than double the CBRT's 5% target and is at risk of
exceeding the central bank's recent, upwardly revised year-end forecast of 8.9%.

All the while, foreign investors continue to be driven away from Turkey, reflected in ongoing
outflows from both Turkish equities and fixed income - the latter of which has persisted for two
years (see dashboard). That said, ytd net cumulative outflows from Turkey funds have moderated

in recent months and as a percentage of assets under management are currently smaller than the
net outflows recorded for EM funds, per EPFR data (can also be seen in the dashboard).

Goldman Sachs recently estimated the CBRT has spent USD105bn supporting the Lira over the
past year and more than half of this sum (USD65bn) in H1 of this year. FX intervention and capital
outflows have seen the central bank's currency buffers drop by 60% this year to USD46.7bn as of
July 30, the lowest since 2005. Including gold, they stand at USD90.2bn (see dashboard), of which
more than USD50bn is borrowed from local lenders through short terms swaps. Turkey's
dwindling reserves, along with rising foreign debt obligations, have further compounded market
panic and forced the authorities to restrict the flow of capital to stifle foreign investors' ability to
bet against the Lira.

Signs of a reversal in economic policy stance

There have, however, been signs recently officials may be changing their stance on the two
economic policies implemented over the past year - currency interventions and restrictions on
capital movement that made it difficult for foreign investors to short the nation's assets and
ultimately stood in the way of a disorderly Lira depreciation. State lenders now appear to be
letting the Lira float more freely and authorities have eased some of the currency trading
restrictions on foreign banks, having already done the same last month for international
development institutions.

This, after the cost of borrowing in the currency soared beyond 1000% last week for offshore
investors, leaving several international banks failing to close Lira positions - similar to previous
dislocations in the offshore market, which has been consistently starved of liquidity.

The central bank has also stopped funding local lenders from its one-week repo rate, forcing
banks to borrow from the more expensive overnight window, which if sustained would amount to
a 150bp rate hike. Furthermore, it has reduced the cheaper liquidity it provides to primary dealers
as part of its open market operations to zero from August 12, in another backdoor monetary
policy tightening measure aimed at reducing the stress on the Lira by lifting the weighted average
cost of funding.

continued page 10
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In addition, Turkey's banking regulator is rolling back steps taken to support the economy during
the global pandemic that aided the credit boom. The BDDK said on Monday it will reduce its asset
ratio formula, which compels banks to extend more loans, by 5ppts to 95% for commercial
lenders and to 75% for Islamic lenders. To this, we note banks had already started to raise rates
on loans and deposits as well as reducing maturities on mortgage loans, which all looks to have
helped pull annual loan growth down from a peak of 50% in May, the most since at least 2008.

... But still no benchmark rate hikes, leaving Lira vulnerable to extended weakness

The CBRT - with its policy tweaks - seems to be moving back to a complicated regime of multiple
rates that it adopted two years ago, in another attempt at doing everything possible to delay
formal rate hikes. However, it didn't work last time round and is unlikely to this time, as it is seen
as a temporary measure that can be reversed easily. Investors ultimately want the one-week repo
rate to be lifted to reduce inflation durably and strengthen central bank credibility.

Strong underlying depreciation pressures on the Lira could, therefore, continue building until the
central bank raises the base rate aggressively, as it ended up doing in 2018. Recall, back in May of
that year, to calm investors and put a floor under the Lira following a ytd plunge of nearly 20%
against the Dollar, the CBRT raised the late liquidity lending rate by 300bp to 16.50% in an
emergency move and followed this up later that month with an increase to 16.50% in the one-
week repo-rate. The latter was subsequently lifted to 24.00% in September, when it returned to
prominence.

Yet it seems that this time round, there is more tolerance for currency weakness than there is for
higher borrowing costs and so, an emergency rate hike to pull real rates back into positive
territory does not appear to be on the immediate horizon. Meanwhile, options such as IMF
assistance and capital controls have been repeatedly ruled out by the government, as it seemingly
hopes to survive a looming balance of payments crunch without any foreign support beyond an
extended swap deal with its regional ally Qatar.

Barclays think USD/TRY will need to hit 7.5000 at least before the CBRT hikes rates and for
Rabobank, the bar is even higher, beyond 7.8000, which would mean an advance of more than 5%
from its record peak of 7.4084.

Instead, we can expect the CBRT to continue moving within the rates corridor, in a familiar
strategy of doing everything possible to delay formal rate hikes. If it follows a similar path to 2018,
it will eventually push the cost of money to 11.25% by turning to the late liquidity window, before
eventually having to capitulate.

USD/TRY has recently pulled back from record highs, but from a technical perspective, as
highlighted below, our charts suggest there is scope for further upside towards 7.4114/7.4551
and only below 7.0124 cautions.

• Accelerates the long-term uptrend via 6.8889 (4 August higher low) to clear 7.2690 (7 May peak)
and post fresh record highs

• Strengthening studies suggests initial tests of 7.4114/7.4551 zone (1.764x 5.1344/6.2457 rally from
5.4511 and .382x 1.1491/7.2362 rally from 5.1344)

• A clearance then opens 7.6737 (double equality of 5.1344/6.2457 rally from 5.4511)

• Dips should hold over 7.0124 (30 July former high) and only below cautions for the 6.8196/6.8889
zone (5 August/21 July minor higher lows)

Back to Index Page
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As per the official data, national commercial banks in mainland China increased their holdings of
CGBs by CNY395bn in July, accounting for a significant portion of fresh supply in the month (chart
1). Meanwhile, city commercial banks and offshore investors increased their CGB holdings by
CNY40bn and CNY46bn, respectively.

It's worth noting that the category covering government institutions and agencies increased its
CGB holdings by as much as CNY196bn in that month (chart 2). Because of the nature of entities
included in this category, it is widely speculated that PBOC might have bought the paper behind
the scenes via them.

We would not feel surprised if PBOC did really buy the special CGBs in July in order to alleviate the
supply pressure and cap the upside of bond yields. As a matter of fact, many investors were not
enthusiastic about bidding for the special CGBs in the auctions held last month amid their concerns
over a potential exit of the counter-pandemic monetary stimulus.

Overshadowed by concerns that this bunch of special CGBs, which is presumably held by PBOC, will
eventually re-enter the market in various ways, market participants should find it difficult to regain

appetite for paper at the current yield levels. Recall, CNY66.13bn 2-year CGBs were auctioned off
at an average accepted yield of 2.64%, with the book only 2.06 times covered. Such a low coverage
ratio suggests bond yields now see growing upside risk. The 10-year yield, which is now at 2.94%,
may return to 3.0-3.10% over the rest of this quarter (chart 3).

Back to Index Page

By Tim Cheung, Head of China, Riki Zhang EM Analyst
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By Cameron Brandt, Director, Research

With the second quarter earnings season starting to wind down in the US and much of the
investing world on vacation, fund flows during the second week of August stuck to the script they
have followed for the past three months. US Bond Funds extended their current inflow streak to
19 weeks and over $280 billion, Equity Funds with socially responsible (SRI) or environmental,
social and governance (ESG) mandates posted inflows for the 30th time in the 32 weeks year-to-
date and Japan Equity Funds took in fresh money for the 17th time in the past 20 weeks while
Balanced Funds chalked up their ninth outflow in the past 10 weeks and Emerging Markets Equity
Funds posted their 25th outflow in the past 26 weeks.

The week ending August 12 did see Gold Funds record outflows for only the third time so far this
year and US Equity Funds post inflows for the second time in the past six weeks as the US dollar
moved off its recent lows against other major currencies. Emerging Markets Bond Funds,
meanwhile, extended their second longest inflow streak in the past 12 months.

Overall, EPFR-tracked Equity Funds saw a net $7.9 billion flow in during the second week of
August while Alternative Funds absorbed $532 million and Bond Funds $13.5 billion. Investors
pulled $263 million out of Balanced Funds and $19.8 billion out of Money Market Funds.

At the asset class fund level, Inflation Protected and Municipal Bond Funds chalked up their ninth
and 14th consecutive inflow respectively and cumulative flows into High Yield Bond Funds since
the beginning of April topped the $95 billion mark.

Back to Index Page For further information on EPFR, please click HERE

https://financialintelligence.informa.com/products-and-services/data-analysis-and-tools/epfr
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Technical Analysis by Ed Blake

• The OAT/Bund spread resumed broader narrowing to post new five-month lows under 29

(5 June base)

• Bearish studies suggest risk to strong clustered support between 17-23 (2015, 2016, 2018

and 2020 lows – 17/19/21/23)

• A sustained break of this key support zone would mark new 12½ year lows and expose 11/8

(February/January 2008 lows)

• Near-term corrective widening should stall under 36 (26 June high/200DMA) and only

above relieves for 41/45

____________________________________________

STRATEGY SUMMARY

Look for continued spread narrowing targeting the key 17-23 support zone. Place a protective 
stop above the 36 lower high

Back to Index Page

Resistance Levels 

R5 66 2020 peak – 13 March 
R4 55 21 April 2020 high 
R3 45 9-13 and 29 April 2020 former lows and 22 May 2020 lower high 
R2 41 11 June 2020 minor lower high 
R1 36 26 June 2020 lower high and 200DMA, near 31 July 2020 high at 33 

Support Levels 

S1 23 2020 low – 20/21 February, nr 2018 low – 23 April (21) and 2019 low – 11 Jul (24) 
S2 17 2015 low – 22 January, near 2016 low – 13 July (19) 
S3 11 8/27 February 2008 minor higher lows and 12 Mar high/gap low 
S4 8 2008 low -2 January 
S5 3 2007 low – 1 January and 24 May 
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Technical Analysis by Andrew Dowdell

• Pressure is building on the upper boundary of a 2+ year bearish channel (off April 2018 peak)

• MACD is now moving back into positive territory following earlier bullish divergence/crossover 
signals

____________________________________________

STRATEGY SUMMARY

Look to buy for a target of 1.1060. Place stop below 1.0607.

Back to Index Page

Resistance Levels 

R5 1.1264 12 June 2019 high 
R4 1.1135 200-Week MA (approx.), near 29 March 2019 & 7 September 2018 lows at 1.1163/1.1184 
R3 1.1060 17 October 2019 high 
R2 1.0915 5 June 2020 high 
R1 1.0839 3 August 2020 high 

Support Levels 

S1 1.0699 30 June 2020 high 
S2 1.0607 10 July 2020 low 
S3 1.0505 14 May 2020 low 
S4 1.0315 29 June 2015 low 
S5 1.0234 20 April 2015 low 
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Technical Analysis by Ed Blake

• Rallied from 197.25 (19 March base) to 299.30 (13 July top) before ranging over 278.20 (10

August low/five-month rising trendline)

• Some studies have eased, but while further dips hold over 271.20, watch for an uptrend

resumption

• Above 299.30 and 300.10 (2019 top) would prime bulls for 329.65-332.20 zone (equality

target and 2017/2018 peaks)

• Only below 271.20 would threaten a more significant setback towards 255.70 (15 June low,

near the 200DMA)

____________________________________________

STRATEGY SUMMARY

Buy into any near-term dips as we await a clearance of the 299.30/300.35 zone targeting the 
329.65/332.20 barrier. Place a protective stop under 271.20

Back to Index Page

Resistance Levels 

R5 342.45 2014 peak – 2 January 
R4 332.20 2017 top – 28 December, nr 2018 high–7 Jun (331.55) & 1x 197.25/270.00 off 255.70 (329.65) 
R3 312.20 .764x 197.25/270.00 rally from 255.70 
R2 300.35 76.4% of 332.20/197.25 fall, nr 2019 peak – 17 April (300.10) and 2020 top – 13 July (299.30) 
R1 294.35 29 July 2020 lower high 

Support Levels 

S1 278.20 10 August 2020 low, near 50DMA (279.05) and a five-month rising trendline (281.50) 
S2 271.20 10 June 2020 former high, near 6 July 2020 low at 272.35 
S3 255.70 15 June 2020 higher low, near 200DMA (260.30) and 38.2% of 197.25/299.30 (260.30) 
S4 245.50 4 June 2020 minor higher low, near 50% retrace of 197.25/299.30 at 248.25 
S5 231.40 14 May 2020 minor higher low, near 61.8% retrace of 197.25/299.30 at 236.25 
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